
The Shocking State of Oklahoma Vs Amber
Hilberling: A Tragic Case Revealed
When it comes to high-profile criminal cases, the State of Oklahoma Vs Amber
Hilberling stands as one of the most shocking and intriguing trials in recent
history. This tragic case, which unfolded in 2011, captured the attention of the
public and media alike, shining a light on the dark side of human relationships
and the complexities of justice served. Delve into the heart-wrenching story of
Amber Hilberling, a young woman accused of a crime that forever changed her
life and the lives of those involved.

The Background

Amber Hilberling, a then 19-year-old woman, found herself at the center of a legal
storm when she was charged with second-degree murder following the death of
her husband, Joshua Hilberling. The couple's relationship had been marred by
hardships and tensions, and it was during one of their heated arguments that
tragedy struck. In a shocking turn of events, Joshua fell from the couple's high-
rise apartment window, resulting in his death.

The Trial

As the trial began, the media circus surrounding the State of Oklahoma Vs Amber
Hilberling intensified. The prosecution presented a case alleging that Amber
intentionally pushed her husband during the argument, leading to his fatal fall.
The defense, on the other hand, argued that it was an unfortunate accident,
emphasizing the couple's tumultuous relationship and the potential structural
issues in the apartment building.
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Throughout the trial, both sides presented compelling evidence and emotional
testimonies. The courtroom witnessed the heartbreaking scenes as family
members struggled to cope with the loss of a loved one, and as Amber herself
faced the grim reality of what her life had become.

The Verdict

After much deliberation, the jury found Amber Hilberling guilty of second-degree
murder. This verdict sent shockwaves through the nation, igniting heated debates
about domestic violence, mental health, and the complexities of the justice
system.

The Aftermath

The State of Oklahoma Vs Amber Hilberling didn't end with the verdict. Amber's
case continued to receive attention as she appealed her conviction, claiming that
she had been wrongly accused and that the trial was unfair. Sadly, before the
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legal battle could conclude and the appeal process could progress, Amber was
found dead in her prison cell.

Amidst the tragedy surrounding this case, it sheds light on the complexities and
challenges faced by the justice system, domestic violence victims, and the
importance of seeking help and support in times of distress.

The State of Oklahoma Vs Amber Hilberling will forever be remembered as a
tragic case that captivated the nation. The shocking details, the emotional toll on
the individuals involved, and the profound impact on the wider community serve
as a reminder of the fragility of human relationships and the dire consequences
that can occur when emotions spiral out of control. As we reflect on this case, let
it prompt us to be more aware and compassionate towards those who may be
struggling, and remind us of the pressing need for justice that is both fair and
empathetic.
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It was one push.
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One of the most controversial murder cases of the 21st century began the
moment Amber Hilberling, a pregnant teenager raised in affluence, pushed her
husband Josh inside their 25th-floor apartment living room. Amber watched in
horror as Josh fell into a window, which collapsed on contact, then plummeted
through the Tulsa sky to his death.

Amber's claim of self-defense against a longtime abuser was quickly drowned out
by the aggressive public campaign Josh's family and friends launched. The media
adopted their storyline without question - portraying Amber as a mentally-ill killer,
Josh a "gentle giant" and victim. Hate websites launched, calling for Amber's
execution. Strangers harassed her family. The Tulsa World newspaper mocked
her "fitted jackets, full makeup and a mane of blown-out blonde tresses.” The
State of Oklahoma charged Amber with murder and prosecuted her with troubling
tactics the state supreme court later blasted as "dubious." The pressure drove
Amber, soon a new mother to a baby boy, to the edge.

In Pushed, J.R. Elias, an award-winning journalist turned attorney who worked on
the case, pulls back the curtains and shares the gripping full story: prosecutorial
misconduct, the explosive behind-the-scenes dramas, lies, adultery, greed, the
devastating effect of irresponsible media, the disturbing twists of the murder trial,
and the toll the grueling case took on many lives. Just after he finished the book,
the already-tragic story reached a shocking and heartbreaking , captured in a
newly-added Epilogue.

Neither the public nor the jury has ever heard the full story. Until now.
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